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DIMENSION IS POLYNOMIAL IN HEIGHT
FOR POSETS WITH PLANAR COVER GRAPHS
JAKUB KOZIK, PIOTR MICEK, AND WILLIAM T. TROTTER
Abstract. We show that height h posets that have planar cover graphs have dimension
O(h6). Previously, this upper bound was 2O(h
3). Planarity plays a key role in our
arguments, since there are posets such that (1) dimension is exponential in height and
(2) the cover graph excludes K5 as a minor.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study finite partially ordered sets, posets for short, and we assume that
readers are familiar with the basics of the subject, including chains and antichains; mini-
mal and maximal elements; height and width; order diagrams also called Hasse diagrams;
and linear extensions. For readers who are new to combinatorics on posets, several
of the recent research papers cited in our bibliography include extensive background
information.
Following the traditions of the subject, elements of a poset are also called points.
Throughout this paper, we will also consider graphs whose vertices are elements of a
poset, and in this case, elements will also be called vertices. Recall that when P is a
poset, we say that an element x is covered by an element y in P when x < y in P and
there is no element z of P with x < z < y in P . We associate with P an ordinary graph
G, called the cover graph of P , defined as follows. The vertex set of G is the ground set
of P , and distinct elements/vertices x and y are adjacent in G when either x is covered
by y in P or y is covered by x in P .
Dushnik and Miller [1] defined the dimension of a poset P , denoted dim(P ), as the
least positive integer d such that there are d linear orders L1, . . . , Ld on the ground set
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of P such that x 6 y in P if and only if x 6 y in Li for each i = 1, . . . , d. In general,
there are many posets that have the same cover graph, and among them, there may be
posets which have markedly different values of height, width and dimension. Indeed,
it is somewhat remarkable that we are able to bound any combinatorial property of a
finite poset in terms of graph theoretic properties of its cover graph.
However, Streib and Trotter [10] proved that dimension is bounded in terms of height
for posets that have a planar cover graph. This stands in sharp contrast with a number
of well-known families of posets that have height 2 but unbounded dimension (e.g.
the standard examples discussed below). The result from [10] prompted researchers
to investigate in greater depth connections between dimension and graph theoretic
properties of cover graphs. Subsequently, it has been shown that dimension is bounded
in terms of height for posets whose cover graphs:
• Have bounded treewidth, bounded genus, or more generally exclude an apex-graph
as minor [3];
• Exclude a fixed graph as a (topological) minor [16, 9];
• Belong to a fixed class with bounded expansion [6].
Moreover, the existence of bounds for dimension of posets with cover graphs in a fixed
class can say something about the sparsity of the class. Joret, Micek, Ossona de Mendez,
and Wiechert [2] proved that a monotone class of graphs is nowhere dense if and only if
for every h > 1 and every ε > 0, posets of height h with n elements whose cover graphs
are in the class have dimension O(nε).
The best upper bound to date on dimension in terms of height for posets that have
planar cover graphs is 2O(h
3). This result can be extracted from [2] via connections
between dimension for posets and weak-coloring numbers of their cover graphs. We will
give additional details on this work in the next section.
Our main theorem improves this exponential bound to one which is polynomial in h.
Theorem 1. If P is a poset of height h and the cover graph of P is planar, then
dim(P ) = O(h6).
Planarity plays a crucial role in the existence of a polynomial bound. In [5], Joret, Micek
and Wiechert show that for each even integer h > 2, there is a height h poset P with
dimension at least 2h/2 such that the cover graph of P excludes K5 as a minor.
To discuss lower bounds, we pause to give the following construction which first appears
in [1]. For each n > 2, let Sn be the height 2 poset with {a1, a2, . . . , an} the set of
minimal elements, {b1, b2, . . . , bn} the set of maximal elements and ai < bj in Sn if and
only if i 6= j. Posets in the family {Sn : n > 2} are now called standard examples, as
dim(Sn) = n for every n > 2.
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Figure 1. The double wheel construction. Note that the elements
a1, . . . , a10 and b1, . . . , b10 induce a standard example, so the dimension of
the depicted poset is at least 10.
To date, the best lower bound for the maximum dimension of a height h poset with a
planar cover graph is 2h−2, and this bound comes from the “double wheel” construction
given in [5]. See Figure 1.
Requiring that the diagram of a poset P is planar is a stronger restriction than requiring
that the cover graph of P is planar. Accordingly among posets that have planar cover
graphs, some but not all also have planar order diagrams. Among the class of posets
with planar diagrams, it is shown in [5] that dim(P ) 6 192h+ 96 when P has height h.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we prove three
reductions to simpler problems, and we give essential background material. The proof of
Theorem 1 is given in the following two sections, and we close with brief comments on
challenging open problems that remain.
2. Preliminary Reductions and Background Material
When P is a poset, we let Min(P ) and Max(P ) denote, respectively, the set of minimal
elements and the set of maximal elemets of P . We will sometimes use the compact
notation u <P v (u 6P v) rather than write x < y in P (x 6 y in P ). Similarly, we may
write u ‖P v rather than write x ‖ y in P . Later in the proof, we will discuss a poset P
and define linear orders T and S on subsets of the ground set of P . In that discussion,
we will write u <T v or u <S v, as appropriate.
When P is a poset, we let Inc(P ) denote the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) with x ‖P y.
When (x, y) ∈ Inc(P ) and L is a linear extension of P , we say that L reverses (x, y)
when x > y in L. Let I ⊆ Inc(P ) be non-empty. We say that I is reversible if there is a
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linear extension L of P which reverses every pair in I. In general, we define dim(I) as
the least d > 1 such that I can be partitioned into d reversible sets. It is easily seen that
dim(P ) is equal to dim(Inc(P )) when Inc(P ) 6= ∅. More generally, a poset P satisfies
dim(P ) = 1 only when Inc(P ) = ∅. Also, when P is disconnected and has components
C1, . . . , Ct, then dim(P ) = max(2, dim(C1), . . . , dim(Ct)). For these reasons, we will
assume in all of our results that a poset P is connected and has dimension at least 2.
Given sets A,B ⊆ P , we let Inc(A,B) be the set of pairs (a, b) ∈ Inc(P ) with a ∈ A and
b ∈ B. We use the abbreviation dim(A,B) for dim(Inc(A,B)). Typically, we will have
A ⊆ Min(P ) and B ⊆ Max(P ). When I ⊆ Inc(P ), we let AI consist of all elements
x ∈ P which are the first coordinate of at least one pair in I. The set BI is defined
analogously.
A sequence ((x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)) of pairs from Inc(P ) with k > 2 is said to be an
alternating cycle of size k if xi 6P yi+1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, cyclically (so xk 6P y1 is
required). We call this sequence a strict alternating cycle if for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we
have xi 6P yj if and only if j = i+ 1 (cyclically). Note that in this case, {x1, . . . , xk}
and {y1, . . . , yk} are k-element antichains. Note that in alternating cycles, we allow that
xi = yi+1 for some or even all values of i.
Observe that if (x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk) is a strict alternating cycle in P , then this set of
incomparable pairs cannot be reversed by a linear extension L of P . Indeed, otherwise
we would have yi <L xi 6L yi+1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} cyclically, which cannot hold.
Hence, strict alternating cycles are not reversible. The converse is also true, and this
was originally observed by Trotter and Moore [13]: A non-empty set I of incomparable
pairs of a poset P is reversible if and only if I contains no strict alternating cycle.
When P is a poset and x <P y, a sequence W = {u0, u1, . . . , ut} is called a witnessing
path (from x to y) when u0 = x, ut = y and ui is covered by ui+1 in P for each
i = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.
The following elementary lemma allows us to concentrate our attention on incomparable
pairs from Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )). See for instance [4, Observation 3] for a proof.
Lemma 2 (Reduction to min-max). For every poset P , there is a poset Q containing P
as an induced subposet such that
(i) The height of P is the same as the height of Q;
(ii) The cover graph of Q is obtained from the cover graph of P by adding some degree-1
vertices; and
dim(P ) 6 dim(Min(Q),Max(Q)).
2.1. Constrained Subsets and Weak-Coloring Numbers. We say that a non-
empty subset I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) is singly constrained in P when there is an
element x0 ∈ P such that x0 <P b for every b ∈ BI . To identify the element x0, we will
also say I is singly constrained by x0.
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The following lemma was used first in [10] for posets with planar cover graphs and in a
more complex form in [4]. The underlying principle is the concept of unfolding, which is
an analogue of breadth first search for posets.
Lemma 3 (Reduction to singly constrained). For every poset P there exists a poset Q
such that
(i) The height of Q is at most the height of P ;
(ii) The cover graph of Q is a minor of the cover graph of P ;
(iii) The set I = Inc(Min(Q),Max(Q)) is singly constrained in Q by an element x0 ∈
Min(Q); and
dim(Min(P ),Max(P )) 6 2 dim(I).
We point out that the preceding lemma produces an element x0 ∈ Min(P ), but later
in this paper, we will be discussing sets I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) such that I is singly
constrained by an element x0 which is not a minimal element in P .
We say that a non-empty subset I of Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) is doubly constrained in P
when there is a pair (x0, y0) such that (1) x0 <P y0, (2) I is singly constrained by x0 and
(3) a <P y0 for every a ∈ AI . As before, we will also say that I is doubly constrained by
(x0, y0) to identify the pair (x0, y0).
We would very much like to reduce to the case where we are bounding dim(I) when
I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) is doubly constrained. Unfortunately, Lemma 3 will not be of
assistance. Instead, we will use a different reduction, one that will cost us an O(h3)-factor
in the final bound.
Let G be a graph and consider an arbitrary linear order pi on its vertices (it will be
convenient to see pi as ordering the vertices of G from left to right). Given a path Q in
G, we denote by left(Q) the leftmost vertex of Q w.r.t. pi. Given a vertex v in G and
an integer r > 0, we say that u ∈ V (G) is weakly r-reachable from v w.r.t. pi if there
exists a path Q of length at most r from v to u in G such that left(Q) = u. We let
WReachpir [v] denote the set of weakly r-reachable vertices from v w.r.t. pi (note that this
set contains v for all r > 0). The weak r-coloring number wcolr(G) of G is defined as
wcolr(G) := min
pi
max
v∈V (G)
|WReachpir [v]|.
Weak coloring numbers were originally introduced by Kierstead and Yang [8] as a
generalization of the degeneracy of a graph (also known as the coloring number). Since
then, they have been applied in several novel situations (see Zhu [17] and Van den Heuvel
et al. [15], for examples). We also have good bounds on weak coloring numbers. For
planar graphs, van den Heuvel et al. [14] have shown that the r-th weak coloring number
is O(r3).
Here is a lemma on weak coloring numbers from [2] that will play an important role in
the reduction to the doubly constrained case.
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Lemma 4. Let P be a height h poset with a planar cover graph G, let I ⊆ Inc(P ),
and let c := wcol4h−4(G). Then there exists an element z0 ∈ P such that the set
J = {(a, b) ∈ I : a <P z0} satisfies
dim(J) > dim(I)/c− 2.
We then have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 5. Let I be a non-empty subset of Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )), where P is a height
h poset with a planar cover graph. If I is singly constrained in P , then there is a set
J ⊆ I such that J is doubly constrained in P and
dim(I) = O(h3) · dim(J).
Proof. Let G be the cover graph of P . Apply Lemma 4 with I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P ))
and c = wcol4h−4(G) = O(h3) to obtain the element z0 and the set J . Let y0 be any
maximal element with z0 6 y0 in P . Note that x0 < y0 in P . Evidently J is doubly
constrained by the pair (x0, y0). The inequality from Lemma 4 becomes dim(I) 6
c[2 + dim(J)], and with this observation, the proof of the corollary is complete. 
2.2. A Reduction to Doubly Exposed Posets. We will say that a non-empty set
I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) is doubly exposed in P if the following conditions are met:
(i) I is doubly constrained by (x0, y0).
(ii) The cover graph G of P is planar, and there is a plane drawing of G with x0 and
y0 on the same face.
Note that in the preceding definition, we could just as well have required that x0 and y0
be on the exterior face. The form of the definition allows us to determine that a set I is
doubly exposed as evidenced by a plane drawing with x0 and y0 on the same face. If
desired, we can then redraw the cover graph, without edge crossings, so that x0 and y0
are on the exterior face.
Our next goal is to prove a reduction to the doubly exposed case. The argument requires
a technical detail regarding paths. When R is a tree in G and u, v ∈ R, we denote by
uRv the unique path in R from u to v. This notation is particularly convenient for
discussing concatenation of paths, and it will be used extensively later in the paper.
Let P be a poset with a planar cover graph, and suppose that I is singly constrained by
x0. Then consider a plane drawing of the cover graph G of P with x0 on the exterior
face. Add to the drawing an extra edge linking x0 from an “imaginary point” located in
the outer face. Let M be a non-trivial path in G starting from x0, and let v be the other
endpoint of M . Now let M ′ be another path in G also starting from x0, sharing some
initial segment with M , say the portion from x0Mu with u 6= v. Suppose further that
the portion of M ′ after u is non-empty. Since x0 is on the exterior face in the drawing of
G (and since we added the imaginary line), there is a natural notion of “sides”, and we
can say with precision that either M ′ leaves M from the left side, or M ′ leaves M from
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Figure 2. The path M ′ leaves M from the left side while M ′′ and M ′′′
leave M from the right side.
the right side. Note however that sides are not well defined when u is the last point of
M . We illustrate these concepts in Figure 2.
With this technical detail in hand, we are ready for the reduction to the doubly exposed
case.
Lemma 6. Let P be a height h poset with a planar cover graph. If I ⊆
Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) is doubly constrained in P , then there is a poset Q and a set
J ⊆ Inc(Min(Q),Max(Q)) such that
(i) The height of Q is at most h;
(ii) The cover graph of Q is a subgraph of the cover graph of P ;
(iii) J is doubly exposed in Q; and
dim(I) 6 2(h− 1) dim(J).
Proof. Let I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) be doubly constrained by (x0, z0), and let D be a
plane drawing of the cover graph G of P with x0 on the exterior face.
We fix a chain from x0 to z0 and refer to this chain as the spine. Label the points on
the spine as {u0, u1, . . . , ut} with x0 = u0, z0 = ut and ui covered by ui+1 in P for each
i = 1, . . . , t− 1. Note that t 6 h− 1.
For each b ∈ BI , let τ(b) be the largest integer i so that ui <P b. Note that 0 6 τ(b) < t.
Then let W (b) be a witnessing path from x0 to b such that W (b) shares the initial
segment {u0, u1, . . . , ui} with the spine. We assign b to the set BI(L) if W (b) leaves the
spine from the left side, and we assign b to BI(R) if W (b) leaves the spine from the right
side.
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Clearly, dim(I) 6 dim(AI , BI) 6 dim(AI , BI(L)) + dim(AI , BI(R)). We assume that
dim(AI , BI(R)) > dim(I)/2. From the details of the argument, it will be clear that the
proof is symmetric in the other case.
Analogously, for each a ∈ AI , let τ(a) be the least integer i so that a <P ui. Now we
have 1 6 τ(a) 6 t.
We partition the set AI as A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ At by assigning a to Ai when τ(a) = i. It
follows that there is some s with 1 6 s 6 t so that
dim(As, BI(R)) >
dim(AI , BI(R))
h− 1 >
dim(I)
2(h− 1) .
We say that an edge e = uiv in the cover graph of P is bad if 0 6 i < s, v is not on the
spine, and the path {u0, u1, . . . , ui, v} leaves the spine from the left side. We then define
a poset Q having the same ground set as P with x 6 y in Q if and only if there is a
witnessing path in P from x to y avoiding bad edges.
We claim that for every a ∈ As and every b ∈ BI(R), we have a 6 b in Q if and only
if a 6 b in P . To see this, let a ∈ As and b ∈ BI(R) with a <P b. Then let W be a
witnessing path from a to b in P . This path cannot use a bad edge as this would make
a < ui in P for some i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} contradicting a ∈ As. Therefore, dim(As, BI(R))
in Q is the same as dim(As, BI(R)) in P .
Note that the diagram and the cover graph of Q are obtained simply by removing the
bad edges from the diagram and cover graph, respectively, of P . It follows that the
cover graph of Q is planar. Furthermore, x0 and us are on the same face, and the set
Inc(As, BI(R)) is doubly exposed by the pair (x0, us). With this observation, the proof
of the lemma is complete. 
Summarizing, we can combine the preceding result with Corollary 7 to obtain:
Corollary 7. Let P be a height h poset with a planar cover graph. Then there is a poset
Q such that
(i) Q has height at most h;
(ii) Q has a planar cover graph;
(iii) There is a set I ⊆ Inc(Min(Q),Max(Q)) such that I is doubly exposed in Q and
dim(P ) = O(h4) · dim(I).
We are now ready to begin the proof of our main theorem.
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Figure 3. The leaves of T are {1, . . . , 24}, the elements of BI . They are
ordered clockwise by <T .
3. Large Standard Examples in Doubly Exposed Posets
We pause here to make the following important comment: The concept of height plays
no role in the arguments given in this section.
Throughout this section, P will denote a poset with a planar cover graph. Also, I will
denote a subset of Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) which is doubly exposed by (x0, y0). We will
then fix a plane drawing of G, the cover graph of P , with x0 and y0 on the exterior
face. Next, we discuss a subgraph T of G associated with x0 and the elements of BI .
Subsequently, this discussion will be repeated for y0 and the elements of AI .
It is easy to see that there is a subgraph T of G satisfying the following properties.
(i) The vertices and edges of T form a tree containing x0 and all elements of BI .
(ii) The leaves of T are the elements of BI .
(iii) We consider x0 as the root of T , and for each b ∈ BI , we let x0Tb denote the unique
path in T from x0 to b. We require that x0Tb be a witnessing path from x0 to b.
We will call a tree T satisfying these properties a blue tree and the vertices and edges of
T are called blue vertices and blue edges respectively. In general, there are many choices
for T , but once one has been chosen, the fact that x0 is on the exterior face implies
that T determines a clockwise linear order <T on the elements of BI . We illustrate the
notion of a blue tree in Figure 3 where we take BI = {1, . . . , 24}. The leaves have been
labeled so that the clockwise order agrees with the natural order as integers. Note that
in general, there are many elements of T that do not belong to {x0} ∪BI . Also, there
are many elements of P that do not belong to T .
Since there may be many choices for the blue tree T , it can happen that the clockwise
order on BI is not fixed. As this detail will prove important in later arguments, we
pause here to analyze this situation in further detail.
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x0
b’
b
x0
b’
b
Figure 4. One of b and b′ is enclosed in the other. The trees T and T ′
are shown with solid and dashed edges, respectively.
When D is a simple closed curve in the plane, it splits the points of the plane not on D
into those in the interior of the region bounded by D and those in the exterior of this
region. In the discussion to follow, we will abuse terminology slightly and say that a
point not on D is either in the interior of D or it is in the exterior of D, dropping the
reference to the region bounded by D.
Let b and b′ be distinct elements of BI . We say that b is enclosed by b′ if there is a
simple closed curve D so that (1) D is formed by points and edges from G with u 6P b′
for every u on D, and (2) b is in the interior of D.
Proposition 8. Let b and b′ be distinct elements of BI . If there are blue trees T and
T ′ so that b <T b′ and b′ <T ′ b, then either b is enclosed by b′ or b′ is enclosed by b.
Proof. Let u be the largest element of P common to x0Tb and x0T
′b′. If x0TvT ′b′ leaves
x0Tb from the right side, then b
′ is enclosed by b. On the other hand, it x0TvT ′b′ leaves
x0Tb from the left side, then b is enclosed by b
′. 
We illustrate the two cases of the preceding proposition in Figure 4.
In an entirely analogous manner, we determine a red tree S with y0 as its root and
the elements of AI as its leaves. For each a ∈ AI , we let aSy0 denote the unique path
in S from a to y0, and we require that aSy0 be a witnessing path. Once the red tree
S has been chosen, we have a clockwise order <S on the elements of S. Note that an
analogous version of Proposition 8 holds for elements of AI . In the same spirit, we state
the following proposition in terms of the elements of AI . An analogous version holds for
elements of BI .
Proposition 9. Let a and a′ be distinct elements of AI . If one of a and a′ is enclosed
by the other, then there do not exist elements b, b′ ∈ BI so that ((a, b), (a′, b′)) is a strict
alternating cycle.
Proof. We give an argument by contradiction when a is enclosed by a′. The argument
for the other case is symmetric. We suppose that a is in the interior of a region D
bounded by a simple closed curve D formed by points and edges of G with a′ 6P u for
every u on D.
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Now suppose that ((a, b), (a′, b′)) is a strict alternating cycle. Consider a witnessing path
W from x0 to b
′. Since x0 is on the exterior face, it is not in the interior of D. If there
is some z ∈ W with z ∈ D, then a′ 6P z 6P b′, which is a contradiction. It follows that
all points of W are in the exterior of D.
Now consider a witnessing path W ′ from a to b′, noting that a is in the interior of D
while b′ is in the exterior. Let z′ be a point common to W ′ and D. Then a′ 6P z′ 6P b′,
which is a contradiction. 
Up to this point in the discussion, we have emphasized that, in general, there are many
ways in which the blue tree T and the red tree S can be chosen. In the next part of the
proof, we consider properties that hold regardless of how these choices are made.
We find it convenient to assume that in the plane drawing of G, the points x0 and y0
are the lowest, respectively the highest, elements of P in the plane. The entire diagram
will be enclosed in a simple closed curve C which intersects D only at x0 and y0. Note
that x0 and y0 are on C. All other vertices and edges of the cover graph G are in the
interior of C.
Let a ∈ AI and b ∈ BI satisfy a <P b. Then let u = u(a, b) be the least element of x0Tb
with a <P u. In turn, let v = v(a, b) denote the greatest element of aSy0 with v 6P u.
We choose and then fix an arbitrary witnessing path W from v to u. Then set
N(a, b) = x0TuWvSy0.
The path x0Tu will be called the blue portion of N(a, b); the path uWv will be called
the black portion of N(a, b); and the path vSy0 will be called the red portion of N(a, b).
It should be noted that in general, the vertices a and b do not have to belong to the
path N(a, b). However, if z is on the path N(a, b) and z is either on the red part or the
black part, then a 6P z. Symmetrically, if z is on the blue part or the black part, then
z 6P b.
We illustrate a path N(a, b) and the two halves of the region it determines with the
drawing on the left side of Figure 5. We will simply say that an element u is left of
N(a, b) when it is in the left half, and we will say that u is right of N(a, b) when it is in
the right half.
The following elementary proposition has four symmetric statements: two for the tree S
and two for the tree T .
Proposition 10. Let a ∈ AI , b ∈ BI with a <P b. If a′ ∈ AI , a′ <S a and a′ is left of
N(a, b), then y0Sa
′ intersects the portion of N(a, b) formed by the black and blue parts.
Proof. If y0Sa
′ contains v(a, b), then the proposition holds since v(a, b) is black. Other-
wise, y0Sa
′ separates from y0Sa at a point v′ with v′ >P v(a, b). Let v′′ be the point on
y0Sa
′ immediately after v′. Since a′ <S a, we know that v′′ is right of N . Since a′ is left
of N , we know that v′′Sa′ must intersect N . Clearly, any common point they have must
be black or blue. 
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a
u(a,b)
Left Half
Right Half
v(a,b)
b
x0
y0
Figure 5. The two halves of R determined by N(a, b).
The next proposition is actually an immediate corollary of Proposition 10.
Proposition 11. Let a ∈ AI , b ∈ BI with a <P b. If a′ ∈ AI and a′ ‖P b, then a′ is
right of N(a, b) if and only if a′ <S a. Also, if b′ ∈ BI and b′ ‖P a, then b′ is left of
N(a, b) if and only if b′ <T b.
Proposition 12. Let a ∈ AI , b ∈ BI with a <P b. If u <P v, u is on one side of N(a, b)
and v is on the other, then either u <P b or a <P v.
Proof. Let W be a witnessing path from u to v. Then W and N(a, b) must intersect.
Let z be a common point. If z is on the blue part of N(a, b), then u <P b. If z is on the
red part of N(a, b), then a <P v. If z is on the black part, both comparabilities hold. 
The next result is more subtle than it may appear at first glance.
Proposition 13. Regardless of how the blue tree T and the red tree S are chosen, if
{(a1, b1), (a2, b2)} is an alternating cycle from Inc(A,B), then a1 <S a2 if and only if
b1 <T b2.
Proof. The fact that neither of a1 and a2 is enclosed in the other implies that they are
ordered the same way by any two choices for the red tree S. Similarly, b1 and b2 are
ordered the same way by any two choices for the blue tree T . Now for choices S and T ,
we assume that a1 <S a2 and b2 <T b1 and show that this leads to a contradiction.
Let N = N(a1, b2). Since we are assuming b2 <T b1 and a1 ‖P b1, it follows that b1 is
right of N . Since a2 >S a1 and a2 ‖P b2, we know a2 is left of N . Applying Proposition 12
for u = a2 and v = b1 we conclude that either a1 <P b1 or a2 <P b2, but both these
statements are false. 
We illustrate the implications of Proposition 13 in Figure 6.
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x0
y0
a1
a2
b1 b2
Figure 6. The appearance of an alternating cycle of size 2.
For a non-empty subset I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )), we define an auxiliary digraph HI
whose vertex set is Inc(AI , BI). In HI , we have a directed edge from (a, b) to (a
′, b′)
when these two pairs form an alternating cycle and a <S a
′ (therefore, b <T b′ by
Proposition 13). The next proposition implies a notion of transitivity for directed paths
in HI , and this concept will prove to be fundamentally important.
Proposition 14. Let n > 3 and let ((a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)) be a directed path in HI . Then
((ai, bi), (aj, bj)) is an edge in HI for all i, j with 1 6 i < j 6 n. In particular, these
pairs form a copy of the standard example Sn.
Proof. Using induction, it is clear that the lemma holds in general if it holds when n = 3.
So we assume that n = 3. Arguing by contradiction we show that the assumption that
there is no directed edge in HI from ((a1, b1) to (a3, b3)) leads to a contradiction.
Since a1 <S a2 <S a3 and b1 <T b2 <T b3 it must be the case that a3 ‖P b1 or and
a1 ‖P b3. We will assume that a3 ‖P b1 and show that this leads to a contradiction. The
argument when a1 ‖P b3 is symmetric.
Consider the path N = N(a2, b1). Using Proposition 11 and the assumption that a3 ‖P b1,
we conclude that a3 is left of N and b2 is right of N . Since a3 < b2, Proposition 12
implies that a2 < b2 or a3 < b1, both of which are false. The contradiction completes
the proof. 
We illustrate the key concept behind the proof of Proposition 14 in Figure 7.
For a non-empty subset I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )), we define ρ(I) to be the maximum
size (number of vertices) of a directed path in HI . The proof of the following lemma
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b1 b2
a3
b3u(a2,b1)
v(a2,b1)
Figure 7. One case of the proof of Proposition 14.
is (essentially) the same as the argument given for Lemma 5.9 in [10], although we are
working here in a more general setting.
Lemma 15. Let P be a poset with a planar cover graph, and let I ⊆
Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) be doubly exposed. Then
dim(I) 6 ρ(I)2.
In particular, if k is the largest size of a standard example in P , then dim(I) 6 k2.
Proof. We show dim(I) 6 ρ(I)2 by exhibiting a partition of I into ρ(I)2 reversible sets.
These sets will have the form Im,n where 1 6 m,n 6 ρ(I). A pair (a, b) ∈ I belongs to
Im,n if
(i) the longest directed path in HI starting from (a, b) has size m, and
(ii) the longest directed path in HI ending at (a, b) has size n.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that each Im,n is reversible. We argue by
contradiction.
Suppose that for some pair (m,n), the set Im,n is not reversible. Therefore there is
a strict alternating cycle ((a1, b1), . . . , (ak, bk)) of size k > 2 with all pairs from Im,n.
Without loss of generality, a1 <S ai for each i ∈ {2, . . . , k}.
If k = 2, then there is a directed edge from (a1, b1) to (a2, b2) in HI . It follows that any
directed path in HI starting at (a2, b2) can be extended by prepending (a1, b1). Thus
(a1, b1), (a2, b2) cannot both belong to Im,n. We conclude that k > 3.
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The balance of the proof divides into two cases. In view of our assumptions regarding
the labeling of the pairs in the alternating cycle, exactly one of the following two cases
is applicable (see Figure 8):
a1 <S ak <S a2 or a1 <S a2 <S ak.
x0
y0
a1
ak
b3
b1
a2
b2
x0
y0
a1
ak
b3b1
a2
b2
Figure 8. Two cases of the <S-ordering of a1, a2, ak.
In the first case, we will show that there is a directed path in HI of size m+ 1 starting at
(a1, b1). In the second case, we will show that there is a directed path in HI of size n+ 1
ending at (a2, b2). Both implications are contradictions. We will give details of the proof
for the first case. It will be clear that the argument for the second case is symmetric.
Therefore we assume a1 <S ak <S a2. Since the pairs (a1, b1), (ak, b2) ∈ J form an
alternating cycle of size 2 and a1 <S ak, we have an edge in HI from (a1, b1) to (ak, b2).
Since (a1, b1) is the first vertex on this edge, we know m > 2. By Proposition 13, we
have b1 <T b2. Similarly, there is a directed edge in HI from (ak, b3) to (a2, b1), and
b3 <T b1. Therefore,
b3 <T b1 <T b2.
Fix a directed path ((w1, z1), (w2, z2), . . . , (wm, zm)) inHI with (w1, z1) = (a2, b2). (Recall
that m > 2.) Now consider the sequence
((a1, b1), (ak, b2), (w2, z2), . . . , (wm, zm)).
We claim that this sequence is a directed path in HI . Since it has size m + 1 and it
starts at (a1, b1), this will be a contradiction.
We have already noted that ((a1, b1), (ak, b2)) is an edge in HJ and since all
((wi, zi), (wi+1, zi+1)) are edges in HJ as well, it remains only to show that there is
an edge from (ak, b2) to (w2, z2) in HJ . Note that
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(i) ak ‖P b2 so that (ak, b2) ∈ Inc(AI , BI).
(ii) ak <S a2 = w1 <S w2;
(iii) b2 = z1 <T z2;
(iv) w2 <P z1 = b2.
Therefore, we only need to show that ak <P z2. We assume that ak ‖P z2 and show that
this leads to a contradiction. Let N = N(ak, b1), see Figure 9. Since a2 ‖P b1, we know
from Proposition 11 that a2 is left of N . Note also that b1 <T b2 = z1 <T z2. With our
assumption that ak ‖P z2, we know from Proposition 11 that z2 is right of N . Since
a2 = w1 <P z2, it follows from Proposition 12 that either a2 <P b1 or ak <P z2. Both
are false. 
x0
y0
a1ak
b3
b1
a2
b2
z1 z2 zm
wm w1w2 v(ak,b1)
u(ak,b1)
...
...
Figure 9. The argument shows that a2 is left of N = N(ak, b1) and z2
is right of N . Therefore, a witnessing path for a2 <P z2 has to cross N
which results in ak <P z2.
When I is doubly exposed, we now have dim(I) bounded in terms of ρ(I), independent
of the height h of P . Now we turn our attention to bounding ρ(I) in terms of h.
4. Restrictions Resulting from Bounded Height
This section is devoted to proving the following lemma.
Lemma 16. Let P be a height h poset with a planar cover graph. Let I ⊆
Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) be doubly exposed in P . Then
ρ(I) < 36h+ 11.
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Once this lemma has been proven, the proof of our main theorem will be complete. To
see this, recall that using Corollary 7, we paid a price of O(h4) to reduce to the case
where we need to bound dim(I) for I doubly exposed in P . Lemma 15 asserts that
dim(I) 6 ρ(I)2. Combining this with Lemma 16, we obtain the bound O(h6).
Our final bound on ρ(I) will emerge from a series of preliminary results. In their
presentation, we aim for reasonable multiplicative constants and consciously tolerate
less than optimal additive constants.
As we did in the last section, we will present a series of small propositions all working
within the following context. We fix an integer h > 2 and assume that we have a poset
P whose height is at most h. We let G denote the cover graph of P . We assume that we
have a set I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) which is doubly exposed by (x0, y0), and we have
a plane drawing of G with x0 and y0 on the exterior face. Finally, we have an integer
n > 2 and a directed path {(ai, bi) : 1 6 i 6 n} in HI .
As needed, we may choose a blue tree T and a red tree S, but readers are asked to view
these choices as dynamic rather than fixed. Regardless, once a choice has been made,
we have linear orders <T and <S on BI and AI , respectively.
Proposition 17. Let T and S be choices for the blue and red trees. Then let i, j, k be
integers with 1 6 i < j < k 6 n, and let W be a witnessing path. If W intersects aiSy0
and akSy0, then W intersects ajSy0. Also, if W intersects x0Tbi and x0Tbk, then W
intersects x0Tbj.
Proof. We prove the first assertion. The argument for the second is symmetric. We
assume that W intersects aiSy0 and akSy0 but not ajSy0 and argue to a contradiction.
Of all choices for W , we take one of minimum size. Then W has a single point in
common with aiSy0 and a single point in common with akSy0. We denote these points
as vi and vk, respectively. Since S is a tree, if vi = vk, then vi also belongs to ajSy0. It
follows that vi 6= vk.
We will assume that vi <P vk. From the details of the argument, it will be clear that the
reasoning when vk <P vi is symmetric. We consider the region bounded by the simple
closed curve D formed by viWvk and viSvk, see Figure 10. Note that if v is any point
of P on D, then ai 6 vi 6 v in P . Clearly, aj is in the interior of this region, and we
conclude that aj is enclosed by ai. This is a contradiction since ((ai, bi), (aj, bj)) is a
directed edge in HI . The contradiction completes the proof. 
Before we proceed, we pause to comment on a detail of the proof for Proposition 17.
Not only does the path ajSy0 intersect W , aj is in the exterior of the region bounded by
D. This innocent looking detail will prove important later in the proof.
For a subset X ⊆ [n], we let A(X) = {ai : i ∈ X} and B(X) = {bi : i ∈ X}. Note
that the pairs in {(ai, bi) : i ∈ X} determine a directed path of size |X| in HI . Let
α, β ∈ [n]−X with α 6= β. We will say that N(aα, bβ) separates A(X) from B(X) if all
points of A(X) are on one side of N(aα, bβ) and all points of B(X) are on the other side.
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x0
y0
ak
aj
ai
vk
vi
bi
W
Figure 10. aj is enclosed by ai.
We present the first of three key results bounding ρ(I) in terms of the height of P .
Proposition 18. Let X be a non-empty subset of [n], and suppose there are distinct
integers α, β ∈ [n]−X such that N = N(aα, bβ) separates A(X) from B(X).
(i) If the black part of N is trivial, then |X| = 1.
(ii) If the black part of N is non-trivial, then |X| 6 2h− 1.
Proof. We give the argument when the points of A(X) are left of N and the points of
B(X) are right of N . The argument when the sides are reversed is symmetric.
Let W be the black part of N . We assume first that W is trivial. Then N is a witnessing
path from x0 to y0, so that the elements on N form a chain in P . Now assume that
|X| > 2, and let ai and aj be distinct elements of A(X). Then let W (ai, bj) and W (aj, bi)
be arbitrary witnessing paths. Since ai and aj are left of N , while bi and bj are right
of N , there must be a point z common to W (ai, bj) and N and a point z
′ common to
W (aj, bi) and N . However, N is a chain, so z and z
′ are comparable in P . If z 6P z′,
then ai < z 6 z′ < bi in P , which is false. A similar contradiction is reached if z′ <P z.
We conclude that |X| = 1, which completes the proof of the first assertion.
We now assume that W , the black part of N , is non-trivial. Label the elements of the
red portion of N as s0 = y0, . . . , s` = v(aα, bβ). Note ` 6 h− 1. For each a ∈ A(X) let
τ(a) be the lowest element of this chain such that a <P τ(a). Label the elements of the
blue portion of N as t0 = x0, . . . , tm = u(aα, bβ). Note m 6 h− 1. For each b ∈ B(X)
let τ(b) be the highest element of this chain such that τ(b) <P b.
Since X is a set of integers, there is a natural notion when i < j appear consecutively.
For such a pair i < j, Proposition 17 implies τ(ai) 6P τ(aj). Similarly, τ(bi) >P τ(bj).
We claim that at least one of these inequalities must be strict. To see this assume that
τ(ai) = τ(aj) and τ(bi) = τ(bj). Consider a witnessing path W
′ from aj to bi. Since aj is
left of N and bi is right of N , we know that W
′ intersects N . Let z′ be a common point of
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W ′ and N . If z′ lies on the red portion of N , then bi > z′ > τ(aj) = τ(ai) > ai in P which
is a contradiction. If z′ lies on the blue portion of N , then aj < z′ 6 τ(bi) = τ(bj) 6 bj
in P which is a contradiction. Thus z′ is black. Similarly a witnessing path W ′′ from ai
to bj must intersect N at a point z
′′ which is black. Since the black portion is a chain, z′
and z′′ are comparable in P . If z′ 6P z′′, then aj 6 z′ 6 z′′ 6 bj in P . If z′ >P z′′, then
ai 6 z′′ 6 z′ 6 bi in P . Both statements are false. This observation confirms our claim.
Consider the following two sets {τ(a) | a ∈ A(X)}, {τ(b) | b ∈ B(X)}. Each of these
can be considered as a sequence sorted by the linear order on X as a set of integers.
The first sequence is non-decreasing on the red portion of N . The second sequence is
non-increasing on the blue portion of N . For each consecutive pair i < j of integers in
X, we have a change in at least one of the two sequences. Since each set forms a chain
in P we have
2h > |{τ(a) | a ∈ A(X)}|+ |{τ(b) | b ∈ B(X)}| > |X|+ 1.
With this observation, the proof is complete. 
Proposition 19. If there are suitable choices for T and S, the blue and red trees, so
that T and S have no common vertices, then n < 8h.
Proof. We assume that n > 8h and argue to a contradiction. Let p = 4h− 1. Note that
n > 2p+ 2.
We define N = N(ap+1, bp+2), u = u(ap+1, bp+2), v = v(ap+1, bp+2). Let W be the black
portion of N . Note that W is non-trivial. We split the elements of the pairs in the
path into A1 = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}, A2 = {ap+3, ap+4, . . . , a2p+2}, B1 = {b1, b2, . . . , bp} and
B2 = {bp+3, bp+4, . . . , b2p+2}.
First we claim that all elements of A2 ∪ B1 are left of N . We show that all elements
of A2 are left of N . The argument to show that all elements of B1 are left of N is
symmetric. Suppose that a ∈ A2 and a is right of N . Using Proposition 10 and the
fact that the red and blue trees are disjoint, we know that y0Sa intersects W . Since W
intersects both ap+1Sy0 and aSy0, and ap+1 <S ap+2 <S a, it follows from Proposition 17
that W intersects ap+2Sy0. However, this implies that ap+2 <P v 6P bp+2, which is a
contradiction. We illustrate the path N and possible intersections with paths in T and
S in Figure 11
There is no analogue of the preceding claim for elements of A1 ∪B2, as these elements
can be on either side of N . So we partition the set {1, 2, . . . , p} as X1 ∪ X2, where
i ∈ X1 if and only if ai is left of N . Since N separates A(X2) from B(X2), it follows
from Proposition 18 that |X2| 6 2h− 1. Therefore |X1| > p− (2h− 1) = 2h. Similarly,
we partition {p+ 3, p+ 4, . . . , 2p+ 2} as Y1 ∪ Y2, where i ∈ Y1 if and only if bi is left of
N . Now we conclude that |Y2| 6 2h− 1 and therefore |Y1| > 2h.
Set m = 2h. Discarding excess elements and relabeling those that remain, we may assume
that X1 = {1, 2, . . . ,m} and X2 = {m+ 3,m+ 4, . . . , 2m+ 2}. For each i ∈ X1 ∪X2, we
have a pair (ai, bi) and these pairs form a directed path of size 2m in HI . For j = 1, 2,
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Figure 11. Determining a particular N when S and T are disjoint. The
figure suggests how W , the black portion of N , can intersect paths in T
and S.
the new am+j and the new bm+j are the old ap+j and bp+j , respectively. The meaning of
N , u, v and W is unchanged. The definitions of the four sets A1, A2, B1, B2 are updated
in the obvious manner, and now each of them has size m.
Let N ′ = N(a2m+1, b2m+2), u′ = u(a2m+1, b2m+2) and v′ = v(a2m+1, b2m+2). Also, let W ′
denote the black part of N ′.
Next we show that all points of B1 are left of N
′. Suppose to the contrary that b ∈ B1
and b is right of N ′. Since b <T b2m+2 and the red and blue trees are disjoint, it follows
from Proposition 10 that T (b) must intersect W ′. Since W ′ intersects both T (b) and
T (b2m+2) and b <T b2m+1 <T b2m+2, Proposition 17 implies that W
′ intersects T (b2m+1).
Thus, a2m+1 <P b2m+1, which is a contradiction.
Next, we show that all points of A1 are right of N
′. Readers should note that this
argument is not symmetric to the one just given for B1, and considerably more work is
required to prove this assertion.
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Figure 12. First Graph: The points p and q. Second Graph: The path
M , with qTb2m+2 branching of left of M . Third Graph: The pillar M
′
and special point r with r <P b2m+1. Fourth Graph: Illustrating why a is
right of N ′.
We argue by contradiction and assume that a ∈ A1 and a is left of N ′. Since a <S am+1
and a is left of N , Proposition 10 implies that the path y0Sa must intersect W . We let
p be the first point on y0Sa which is also common to W . Similarly, x0Tb2m+2 intersects
W , and we let q be the first point of x0Tb2m+2 which is common with W .
Now we claim that p <P q. This statement follows trivially if either v = p or u = q. In
the case where v <P p and q <P u, it follows from the fact that the red and blue trees
are disjoint and the planarity of the drawing. We ilustrate this situation with the first
of the four graphs shown in Figure 12. We will discuss the other three graphs later in
the argument.
Consider the path M = x0TqWpSy0 from x0 to y0 in the cover graph. All elements of
P which are not on M are either left of M or right of M . We claim that all elements
of qTb2m+2, except for q, are left of M (Note that some might be right of N). In order
to see this, note that every element left of N is also left of M . In particular, b2m+2 is
left of M . So, if q′ is in qTb2m+2 and q′ is right of M , then q′Tb2m+2 must intersect M ,
say at q′′. Since the blue and red trees are disjoint, q′′ must come from qWp. But this
implies q < q′ 6 q′′ < q in P , which is a contradiction. We ilustrate this situation with
the second of the four graphs shown in Figure 12.
Since bm+2 <T b2m+1 <T b2m+2 and qWu intersects both T (bm+2) and T (b2m+2), Propo-
sition 17 implies that qWu intersects T (b2m+1). Let r be a common point of qWu and
T (b2m+1). Let M
′ = x0TqWpSa. In our research we found it natural to view M ′ as
a pillar. The key property of the pillar is that z 6 r 6 b2m+1 in P for every z ∈ M ′.
Therefore, z ‖P a2m+1 for every z ∈M ′. We ilustrate the pillar M ′ and the special point
r with the third of the three graphs shown in Figure 12.
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Consider the red and the black portion of N ′. Since every point z on these two portions
satisfies a2m+1 6P z. We conclude that the two portions are disjoint from the pillar.
Recall also that the pillar and N ′ are branching at the point q and the pillar goes to the
right of N ′. Since qTb2m+2, excluding q, is disjoint from the pillar, we conclude that a is
right of N ′. We illustrate this conclusion with the fourth graph in Figure 12.
We have now shown that the path N ′ separates A1 from B1. Proposition 18 implies
that |A1| 6 2h− 1 but we have |A1| = 2h. The contradiction completes the proof of the
proposition. 
Finally, we are ready to prove Lemma 16, i.e., we prove that n < 36h+11. There are two
parts to the argument. First, we will describe a structure and show that it cannot exist.
Second, we will show that when n is large, i.e., n > 36h+ 11, the forbidden structure
must exist. The contradiction will complete the proof of Lemma 16.
Before discussing the forbidden structure, we pause to comment that for the major
fraction of the paper, we have been discussing a set I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) doubly
exposed by the pair (x0, y0) and all the time maintaining that we do not require that x0
be minimal nor do we require that y0 be maximal. With the next part of the argument,
it will become clear why we have taken this view.
Consider a poset Q satisfying the following conditions.
(i) Q has height at most h.
(ii) There is a set I ⊆ Inc(Min(Q),Max(Q)) which is doubly exposed by the pair
(x0, y0).
(iii) There is a plane drawing of G, the cover graph of Q, with x0 and y0 on the external
face.
(iv) There is a chain C = {z0 <P z1 <P · · · <P z5} and a witnessing path W0 from z0
to z5 so that all points of C are on W0. Furthermore, x0 = z0 and y0 = z5.
(v) All elements of Q are either on the path W0 or left of W0.
(vi) There is a directed path {(ai, bi) : 1 6 i 6 4h+ 3} in the auxiliary digraph HI .
(vii) This directed path is split into five subpaths
J1 = {(a1, b1)},
J2 = {(ai, bi) | 2 6 i 6 2h+ 1},
J3 = {(a2h+2, b2h+2)},
J4 = {(ai, bi) | 2h+ 3 6 i 6 4h+ 2},
J5 = {(a4h+3, b4h+3)},
and Jj are doubly exposed by (zj−1, zj), for each j = 1, . . . , 5.
We illustrate the poset Q in Figure 13.
Now we explain why the poset Q does not exist. Let Uj = AJj and Vj = BJj for each
j = 1. . . . , 5. Consider two paths from x0 to y0. The first is N1 = N(a2h+2, b1) and the
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Figure 13. The forbidden structure.
second is N2 = N(a4h+3, b2h+2). For j = 1, 2, let Wj denote the black part of Nj. Also,
let u1 = u(a2h+2, b1), v1 = v(a2h+2, b1), u2 = u(a4h+3, b2h+2) and v2 = v(a4h+3, b2h+2).
Next, we observe that W1 does not intersect the blue tree T at any point u with u >P z1.
If such an intersection did occur, we would have
b1 > u1 > u > z1 > a1 in P ,
which is false. Therefore, b2h+2 is right of N1. Similarly, W1 cannot intersect the red tree
S at a point v with v 6P z2 as that would imply
ah+2 6 v1 6 v 6 z2 6 b2h+2 in P ,
which is also false.
Analogously, W2 does not intersect the blue tree T at any point u with u >P z3, and W2
does not intersect the red tree S at any point v with v 6P z4. It follows that V4 is left
of N1 and U2 is left of N2.
Now suppose that W1 intersects a4h+3Sy0. Then Proposition 17 implies that W1 intersects
aSy0 for every a ∈ U4. In fact, from the comments after the proof of Proposition 17
we know that a is right of N1 for every a ∈ U4. However, this would imply that N1
separates U4 and V4, which is a contradiction by Proposition 18 since |U4| = |V4| = 2h.
We conclude that W1 does not intersect a4h+3Sy0. Therefore, a4h+3 is left of N1. A
symmetric argument shows that W2 does not intersect x0Tb1 and b1 is left of N2.
Now the final contradiction comes from the fact that a4h+3 is left of N1 and b2h+2 is
right of N1. The witnessing path a4h+3Sv2W2u2Tb2h+2 must intersect N1, but with the
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restrictions we have detailed, this forces W1 and W2 to intersect. In turn, this implies
a2h+2 <P b2h+2, which is false.
As we remarked earlier, the only remaining detail is to show that if we have a directed
path in HI of size 36h+ 11, the forbidden structure must exist.
The argument involves ”splitting” process which will be applied four times. The input
to the process is
(i) A poset P of height at most h.
(ii) A set I ⊆ Inc(Min(P ),Max(P )) that is doubly exposed by (z, z′).
(iii) A plane drawing of the cover graph of P with z and z′ on the exterior face.
(iv) Integers s, t > 2 and a directed path ((a1, b1), . . . , (as+8h+t, bs+8h+t)) in HI .
The output from the process is
(i) An element z′′ with z <P z′′ <P z′ and a witnessing path N0 from z to z′ that
passes through z′′.
(ii) A variable θ that takes a value from {left, right}.
(iii) A subposet Q of P such that all elements of Q are either on N0 or to the θ-side
of N0. Furthermore, for every p, q in Q, we have p <Q q if and only if there is a
witnessing path W in P from p to q with all vertices and edges of W either on N0
or on the θ-side of N0. Note that this implies that the other (non-θ) side of N0 is
on the exterior face of Q.
(iv) A subpath ((x1, y1), . . . , (xs+t−2, ys+t−2)) of the input path such that
(a) I1 = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xs−1, ys−1)} is doubly exposed in Q as evidenced by (z, z′′).
(b) I2 = {(xs, ys), . . . , (xs+t−2, ys+t−2)} is doubly exposed in Q as evidenced by
(z′′, z′).
Now we describe this process in detail. Set n = s + 8h + t. Let A = {a1, . . . , an}
and B = {b1, . . . , bn}. We partition A as A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3, where A1 = {a1, . . . , as},
A2 = {as+1, . . . , as+8h}, A3 = {as+8h+1, . . . , an}. Similarly, we partition B as B1 ∪B2 ∪
B3, where B1 = {b1, . . . , bs}, B2 = {bs+1, . . . , bs+8h}, B3 = {bs+8h+1, . . . , bn}. Using
Proposition 19, there is a distinct pair i, j so that ai ∈ A2 and bj ∈ B2 such that the red
path aiSz
′ intersects the blue path zTbj. Let z′′ be a point common to these two paths.
Set θ = left if i < j and θ = right if i > j. We describe the rest of the process assuming
θ = left. It should be clear how symmetric modifications are made when θ = right.
From now on let a∗ = ai, b∗ = bj and N0 = N(a∗, b∗). Then it follows from Proposition 17
that all points of A3 ∪B1 are left of N0.
Since the black part of N0 is trivial, there is at most one pair (aα, bα) with 1 6 α 6 s
such that aα and bα lie on different sides of N0. Similarly, there is at most one pair
(aβ, bβ) with s + 8h + 1 6 β 6 n such that aβ and bβ lie on different sides of N0.
Therefore, there is a set I1 ⊆ Inc(A1, B1) of size s − 1 and a set I2 ⊆ Inc(A3, B3) of
size t − 1, such that for every pair (a, b) in I1 ∪ I2, both a and b are left of N0. We
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enumerate the pairs in I1 as {(xi, yi) : 1 6 i 6 s− 1} and set X1 = {x1 <S · · · <S xs−1},
Y1 = {y1 <T · · · <T ys−1}. Note that a∗ <S xi for every i with 1 6 i 6 s− 1. Since xi is
left of N0, Proposition 10 implies that xiSz
′ intersects N0 and it must intersect its blue
portion. Therefore, xi <P z
′′ for every i with 1 6 i 6 s− 1.
Similarly, we enumerate the pairs in I2 as {(xi, yi) : s 6 i 6 s + t − 2}. Also, we set
X2 = {xs <S · · · <S xs+t−2} and Y2 = {ys <T · · · <T ys+t−2}. Note that yi <T b∗ for
every i with s 6 i 6 s+ t− 2. Since yi is left of N0, Proposition 10 implies that x0Tyi
intersects N0 and it must intersect its red portion. Therefore, z
′′ <P yi for every i with
s 6 i 6 s+ t− 2.
Let Q be the subposet of P determined by all elements of P that are left of N0 or on N0.
We claim that for every p, q in Q, we have p <Q q if and only if there is a witnessing
path W from p to q with all vertices and edges of W either on N0 or left of N0. This
claim implies that the cover graph of Q is a subgraph of the cover graph of P . The
forward implication is trivial. For the reverse implication, suppose that p <P q and let
W be a witnessing path in P from p to q. If W contains no vertices or edges from the
right side of N0, then we have our desired witnessing path. Therefore, assume that W
contains an element r on the right side of N0. Since p and q are left of N0, we must
have r′ and r′′ on N0 such that p < r′ < r < r′′ < q in P . Now we can change the path
W to W ′ = pWr′N0r′′q, which is a witnessing path in P from p to q with at least one
less element on the right of N0 than W . This way we can iterate to obtain a witnessing
path from p to q in Q, as desired.
We observe that we have extracted from our original directed path in HI of length n a
path of length s+ t− 2. The first s− 1 vertices on this path are the pairs in I1 and the
last t− 1 are the pairs in I2. With the transition to the subposet Q, the entire chain N0
is on the exterior face. Therefore, I1 is doubly exposed as evidenced by (z, z
′′) and I2 is
doubly exposed as evidenced by (z′′, z). This completes the description of the process.
We illustrate the structure of the poset Q and the doubly exposed sets I1 and I2 in
Figure 14.
Now we are ready to apply our recursive procedure. This will be done a total of four
times. To set up the recurrence, set z0 = x0 and z5 = y0. Now suppose we have a
directed path ((a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)) in HI with n = 36h+11. As the recurrence proceeds,
the meaning of z′′, N0, θ, Q, I1 and I2 will be updated.
Note that 36h+ 11 = 2 + 8h+ (28h+ 9). Apply the process with s = 2, t = 28h+ 9 and
the pair (z0, z5) to obtain as an output a point z
′′, a path N0, the parameter θ, the poset
Q, and the directed paths I1 and I2 of size 1 and 28h+ 8, respectively. In accordance
with our recursion, we relabel z′′ as z1. Discarding unused elements and relabeling those
that remain, we may assume that I1 = {(a1, b1)} and I2 = {(xi, yi) | 1 6 i 6 28h+ 8}.
We will assume that θ = left and readers will note that the entire argument is symmetric
if θ = right. Set U1 = {a1} and V1 = {b1}.
We note that 28h+ 8 = (2h+ 1) + 8h+ (18h+ 7). We then apply the process a second
time to the path I = I2 with s = 2h+1 and t = 18h+7. Now the output is (all updated)
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Y2
X2
X1
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Y1
z’
Y2
X2
X1
z’’
z
z’
Figure 14. On the left we show an intersection between the red and blue
trees involving paths from the middle yields. On the right we show the
output which consists of two doubly exposed sets I1 and I2.
a point z′′, a path N0, a parameter θ, a poset Q and paths I1 and I2 of size 2h and
18h+ 6, respectively. Discarding unused elements and relabeling those that remain, we
may assume I1 = {(ai, bi) | 2 6 i 6 2h + 1} and I2 = {(xi, yi) | 1 6 i 6 18h + 6}. Set
U2 = {ai | 2 6 i 6 2h+ 1} and V2 = {bi | 2 6 i 6 2h+ 1}.
Now we pause to consider whether the new value of θ is the same as the old value or
not. We illustrate the two possibilities in Figure 15. When the values of the old and
new θ’s differ, we note that if (aj, bj) is any incomaprable pair from U2 × V2, then aj is
enclosed in a1. This cannot happen since ((a1, b1), (aj, bj)) is a directed path of size 2.
We conclude that the new θ is the same as the old θ.
We note that 18h+ 6 = 2 + 8h+ (10h+ 4) and apply the process a third time to the path
I = I2 with s = 2 and t = 10h+4. The latest z
′′ will become z3. Again, we delete unused
elements and relabel those that remain. Now we may assume I1 = {(a2h+2, b2h+2)} and
I2 = {(xi, yi) | 1 6 i 6 10h + 3}. Set U3 = {a2h+2} and V3 = {b2h+2}. Clearly, the
returned value of θ must again be left.
We note that 10h + 3 = (2h + 1) + 8h + 2 and apply the process a fourth time to
the pairs in I = I2 with s = 2h + 1 and t = 2. This z
′′ is relabeled as z4. We
delete unused elements and relabel those that remain. Now we may assume that
I1 = {(ai, bi) | 2h + 3 6 i 6 4h + 2} and I2 = {(a4h+3, b4h+3)}. Of course, we now set
U4 = {ai | 2h + 3 6 i 6 4h + 2}, V4 = {bi | 2h + 3 6 i 6 4h + 2}, U5 = {a4h+3}, and
V5 = {b4h+3}.
But the resulting poset after this fourth application of the process is the forbidden
structure, and with this observation, the proof of Lemma 16 is complete.
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z3
V2
z1
z2
U2
V1
U1
z3
V2
U2
z1
V1
U1
z2
z0
z0
Figure 15. The case on the left shows the new θ different from the old
θ, which is illegal. The case on the right is the only legal option.
5. Closing Comments
Since we have not been able to disprove that dim(P ) = O(h) when P is a height h
poset with a planar cover graph, we comment that our proof that for O(h6) has three
steps where improvements might be possible. Do we really need the O(h3) factor in
the transition from singly constrained to doubly constrained set of incomparable pairs?
When I is a set of doubly constrained pairs, did we need another factor of h to transition
to the doubly exposed case? Could dim(I) be linear in ρ(I) when I is doubly exposed
in P?
Although we believe the establishment of a polynomial bound for dimension in terms
of height for posets with planar cover graphs is intrinsically interesting, we find the
results of Section 3, where height plays no role, particularly intriguing. Indeed, we hope
that insights from this line of research may help to resolve the following long-standing
conjecture.
Conjecture 20. For every n > 2, there is a least positive integer d so that if P is a
poset with a planar cover graph and dim(P ) > d, then P contains the standard example
Sn.
Apparently, the first reference in print to Conjecture 20 is in an informal comment on
page 119 of [12], published in 1991. However, the problem goes back at least 10 years
earlier. In 1978, Trotter [11] showed that there are posets that have large dimension
and have planar cover graphs. In 1981, Kelly [7] showed that there are posets that have
large dimension and have planar order diagrams. In both of these constructions, the
fact that the posets have large dimension is evidenced by large standard examples that
they contain. The belief that large standard examples are necessary for large dimension
among posets with planar cover graphs grew naturally from these observations.
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To attack Conjecture 20, it is tempting to believe that we can achieve a transition from
a singly constrained poset to a doubly exposed poset, independent of height, by allowing
a considerable reduction in the dimension d. For example, a reduction from d to log d,
even ωd, would be enough.
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